E ffective behavior requires evaluating the outcomes of actions and adapting performance to optimize consequences. The countermanding (stop signal) task affords investigation of performance monitoring and executive control 1 , because humans and macaque monkeys performing saccade countermanding strategically adapt saccade latency according to performance outcomes 2 .
Laminar organization of error signal. The time-depth profile of error-related spiking was determined from 16 sessions with verified perpendicular penetrations for which we had confidence in the layer assignments (42/61 neurons). Fig. 2c shows the percentage of neurons at each depth, exhibiting error-related modulation as a function of time, represented by the intensity of the color map. The beginning of error activity varied across depth (two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) (session × depth) F(2,41) = 4.99, P = 0.0132). Post hoc analysis shows that the latency of neurons in the middle layers (that is, lower L3 and upper L5) are significantly shorter than those in upper layers (t(31) = 3.56, p = 0.0036, Bonferroni correction), and lower layers (t(24) = 2.65, P = 0.042). There was no significant difference between L2/3 and L5/6 in onset of error activity (P = 0.61). Error neuron recruitment persisted in lower L3, L5, and lower L6 (Fig. 2c ). Thus, Error neuron recruitment exhibited a distinct laminar pattern through time.
Neural spiking and the error-related negativity. We replicated the ERN as greater negative polarization on error relative to correct trials measured over medial frontal cortex 6 On no-stop-signal trials, monkeys were required to shift gaze to the target, whereupon after 600 ± 0 ms, a high-pitched auditory feedback tone was delivered, and 600 ± 0 ms later, fluid reward was provided. On stopsignal trials (~40% of trials), after the target appeared, the center of the fixation point was re-illuminated after a variable stop-signal delay, which instructed the monkey to cancel the saccade, in which case the same high-pitched tone was presented after a 1,500 ± 0 ms hold time followed, after 600 ± 0 ms, by fluid reward. Stop-signal delay was adjusted such that monkeys successfully canceled the saccade in ~50% of trials. In the remaining trials, monkeys made noncanceled errors, which were followed after 600 ± 0 ms by a low-pitched tone, and no reward was delivered. Monkeys could not initiate trials earlier after errors. b, EEG was recorded from the cranial surface using an electrode (blue cylinder) positioned over the medial frontal cortex, and neural spiking was sampled from all cortical layers with a linear electrode array oriented perpendicular to the cortical layers (thick yellow). Coregistered MR (green), showing gray and white matter, and CT (red), showing bone, implanted stainless steel chamber and other hardware including guide tubes in sagittal (top), and coronal (middle, bottom) planes. Bottom panel illustrates the outcome of the algorithm to segment gray matter (cyan) and determine radial lines (thin yellow). Spiking activity was recorded across all cortical layers (left) using Plexon U-probe. Neuron density is shown in NeuN-stained section. Neurons with both broad (black) and narrow (red) spikes were sampled (middle). Average EEG is plotted, aligned on noncanceled saccades, with associated spike-potential artifact and simultaneous spike-density functions in all layers exhibiting various patterns of elevated discharge rates after the error.
latencies across monkeys (Eu: ~120-230 ms; X: ~120-190 ms ( Fig. 3a ; Supplementary Fig. 5 ). We examined the relationship between variation of the cranial EEG and variation of neural spiking in SEF. The relationship between neural events in SEF and the voltages measured on the cranium above SEF is both biophysical and Saccade spike potential is prominent in both, but polarization is initially significantly more negative after errors, characteristic of the ERN, followed by greater positivity. Shaded area highlights the period in which spikes were counted. b, From six sessions with perpendicular penetrations, relationship between EEG voltage and spike count for Error neurons (A error ) recorded in L2/3 (top) and L5/6 (bottom). Along the ordinate scale is plotted, according to EEG convention, the residual fixed-effects-adjusted EEG voltage ranks controlling for the ranks of fixed-effects-adjusted activity in the opposite layer and the probability of an error. Along the abscissa scale is plotted the residual fixed-effects adjusted A error rank in the identified layer controlling for the fixed-effects adjusted activity in the opposite layer and the probability of an error. Each point plots the average EEG voltage and associated spike count in one of 20 bins with equal numbers of trials per session, including only sessions with nonzero spike counts in both L2/3 and L5/6. A total of 120 points are plotted with 20 values per session. Variation of ERN magnitude was predicted by variation of spike counts in L2/3 (highlighted by best-fit line) but not in L5/6.
statistical. The cranial voltage produced by synaptic currents associated with a given spike must follow Maxwell's equations as applied to the brain and head no matter what kind of trial a monkey is performing. Thus, we counted the spikes of Error neurons during the 50-200 ms post-saccadic period (referred to as A error ) separately in L2/3 and in L5/6. The conclusions do not change with spike counts in overlapping intervals of different durations. Error and correct trials are pooled together, controlling for categorical differences, but the reported pattern of relationships was observed when the trials were analyzed separately. A error in L2/3 and in L5/6 were correlated (Spearman's correlation; r s (118) = 0.549, P < 10 −5 ). To account for the variation of spike rate across error and correct trial types, we employed partial rank correlation. A error in L2/3 was correlated with A error in L5/6 (partial rank correlation: r s (117) = 0.467, P < 10 −5 ). Given these correlations, we next evaluated the trial-by-trial relationship between variation of ERN magnitude and variation of A error in L2/3 and in L5/6. Controlling for the variation of ERN polarization and spike rate across trial outcomes and the correlation of neural spiking across layers, we found that polarization magnitude variation of the ERN was negatively correlated with the variation of A error in L2/3 but not in L5/6 ( Fig. 3b ; r s (116) = − 0.568, P < 10 −5 , Supplementary Fig. 6 ). The relationship between ERN polarization and A error in L2/3 but not in L5/6 was consistently observed on both correct and error trials separately ( Supplementary Fig. 6 , Supplementary Table 2 ). The variation of ERN polarization was not related to the activity of other types of SEF neurons ( Supplementary Fig. 6 ).
Reinforcement signals.
A feedback tone was presented 600 ± 0 ms after no-stop-signal or noncanceled saccades, distinguishing correct from error performance. On correct trials, juice reward was delivered 600 ± 0 ms after the tone. This temporal structure dissociated self-generated monitoring signals from responses to sensory cues. We now describe the functional architecture of reinforcementrelated Gain and Loss neurons in SEF.
Functional signals related to feedback and reward. Reinforcementrelated neural spiking was identified by comparing discharge rates between unrewarded and rewarded (no-stop-signal and canceled stop) trials in the period from feedback tone until 200 ms following scheduled delivery of the fluid reward. Any neuron with significant modulation in this period was considered reinforcement-related (Figs. 4a, 4d; Supplementary Fig. 7 ). Neurons signaling feedback, reward anticipation or reward delivery were observed in both monkeys, at all recording sites (Supplementary Table 1 ). Most reinforcement-related neurons were modulated during one interval, but some were modulated in both the feedback and the reward intervals. Two major classes of reinforcement-related signals were observed, distinguished by their valence (Figs. 4b, 4e ). Gain neurons exhibited higher discharge rates on rewarded than on unrewarded trials (110 modulation intervals in 91 neurons). This difference could result from either facilitation on rewarded trials (64/110), suppression on unrewarded trials (29/110), or both (17/110). Loss neurons exhibited higher discharge rate on unrewarded than on rewarded trials (247 modulation intervals in 189 neurons). This difference could result from either facilitation on unrewarded trials (86/247), suppression on rewarded trials (87/247), or both (74/247). Only 10% of reinforcement-related neurons also modulated after errors, evenly distributed between Gain and Loss neurons ( Supplementary Fig. 7 ). The valence of modulation of Gain and Loss neurons were not conserved for non-task-related behaviors, which resulted in a loss of opportunity to obtain reward ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ).
Individual Gain and Loss neurons began modulating in the interval after the feedback tone until after expected reward delivery time. Both types were recruited monotonically until ~350 ms after the tone and sustained recruitment until 200 ms after reward delivery ( Fig. 4b-e ). Gain neurons were almost exclusively broad spike putative pyramidal neurons (85/91), but Loss neurons were comprised of both putative interneurons (43/189) and pyramidal neurons (146/189). Compared with Gain neurons, a higher proportion of Loss neurons were interneurons (Chi-square test, χ 2 (1, N = 280) = 11.11, P = 8.6 × 10 −4 , Supplementary Fig. 7 ).
Laminar organization of gain and loss signals.
In verified perpendicular penetrations, we determined the laminar organization of gain and loss signals. Gain and Loss neurons were distributed significantly differently across cortical depth (χ 2 (4, 158) = 12.86, P = 0.012). In time-depth plots of the recruitment of Gain and Loss neurons, we found that whereas Gain neurons were mainly observed in lower L3, L5 and L6 ( Fig. 4c ), Loss neurons had the highest density in L2/3 and lowest density in L5 and upper L6 ( Fig. 4f ). Thus, reinforcement processing in the SEF involved the counterbalanced activation of two pools of neurons with distinct laminar distributions. On rewarded correct trials, Gain neurons, densest in L5/6, were facilitated, whereas Loss neurons, densest in L2/3, were suppressed ( Fig. 5a ). This difference in laminar distribution between facilitation and suppression in response to positive outcomes was significant (χ 2 (1, 109) = 13.3, P = 9.7 × 10 −3 ). On unrewarded error trials, Loss neurons in all layers were facilitated, whereas only a small proportion of Gain neurons, mainly in lower L3 and L5/6, were suppressed ( Fig. 5b ). The beginning of modulation of Gain and Loss neurons did not vary significantly across cortical depth.
Laminar modulation and executive control. We found that neural spiking in SEF was linked to adaptive control of countermanding performance. Both monkeys exhibited longer RT after errors (onesample t test on sessions mean RT values, Eu: t(11) = 2.80, P = 0.017, X: t(16) = 4.70, P = 2.4 × 10 −4 ) and shorter RT after correct trials (Eu: t(11) = − 4.88, P = 4.9 × 10 −4 , X: t(16) = − 7.66, P < 10 −5 ) ( Fig. 6 ). RT adaptation in the next trial (RT n+1 -RT n ) differed significantly between the two conditions (paired t(28) = 9.25, P < 10 −5 ). To investigate the relationship between neural spiking on the current trial and RT adaptation, we counted the spikes produced after the saccade by Error neurons (A error ) and after reinforcement feedback by gain (A gain ) and loss (A loss ) neurons sampled in L2/3 and in L5/6 separately.
Controlling for correct and error trial outcome, we found a significant positive relationship between RT adaptation and the activity of Loss and Gain neurons (A loss -A gain ) across all layers in the feedback period (partial rank correlation, r s (577) = 0.098, P = 0.018). Across trials, A loss -A gain in L2/3 was correlated with A loss -A gain in L5/6 (Spearman's correlation: r s (258) = 0.45, P < 10 −5 ). Controlling for trial outcome and the correlation of neural spiking across layers, we found that RT adaptation was correlated significantly with A loss -A gain in L2/3 (r s (256) = 0.13, P = 0.032) but not in L5/6 ( Fig. 6b , Supplementary Fig. 8 ). Similarly, RT adaptation was correlated with A error in L2/3 but not in L5/6 (r s (116) = 0.202, P = 0.028) ( Fig. 6b , Supplementary Fig. 8 ). These results demonstrate layer-specific influences of SEF performance monitoring signals on RT adaptation.
Discussion
The results of this study offer unprecedented, new insights into the cortical microcircuitry supporting error and reward processing in the medial frontal cortex of primates. Major patterns of neural spiking that signaled error, loss and gain replicated previous studies of SEF during saccade countermanding 13 and other tasks 15, 26 . Beyond replication, these results provide the first information about the laminar distribution of different kinds of signals in a medial frontal area, which offers the first opportunity to determine how neural spiking across cortical layers can contribute to the ERN and to adaptive control of performance.
Error processing. The countermanding task is very useful to explore performance monitoring, including individual differences and addiction 28, 29 . Noncanceled error trials occur, by design, in 50% of stop signal trials, which constitute ~40% of all trials. The noncanceled errors can be detected easily and are signaled by the presence of the ignored stop signal. In other tasks, error can be rare, can entail the selection of the wrong choice alternative, and may not be accompanied by an external signal. Certainly, both approaches are complementary and neither disqualifies the other. Consequently, these data offer multiple new insights about error processing in SEF. First, error neurons were concentrated in some but not all penetrations, which implies that SEF can be organized in columnar modules. If so, further research is needed to determine what functions are segregated.
Second, most error neurons had wide spikes, whereas some had narrow spikes. Some pyramidal neurons in macaque motor cortex can have narrow spikes, owing to expression of the Kv3.1b potassium channel 27 , but the expression of this channel in SEF is unknown. CR and CB neurons have relatively small somas concentrated in L2 and upper L3, whereas PV neurons have larger somas distributed more uniformly from L2 to L6 in SEF 22 . Previously, we reported that the Plexon linear electrode array samples narrow spikes with approximately equal likelihood across SEF layers; therefore, we infer that the narrow spiking neurons described here are most commonly PV neurons. Overall, we found that narrow-spiking neurons were more commonly Error and Loss neurons signaling negative outcomes. The division of function between neurons with broad and narrow spikes that we describe in SEF is paralleled by differences in ACC 12 .
Third, the distribution of error-related neural spiking in time and depth was not uniform across SEF layers. Error-related signals were observed earliest in deep L3 and upper L5, followed by sustained activation in L3, upper L5, and lower L6. This temporal pattern resembles the temporal pattern of current sinks observed in response to passive visual stimulation 26 and agrees with the general flow of signals suggested by the canonical cortical microcircuit 25 .
We replicated previous observations of an ERN associated with error saccades in macaque monkeys performing saccade countermanding 6 . The timing of the ERN in the present study appears later than that often reported in studies requiring manual responses, but it matches that reported previously in humans performing the saccade countermanding task 30 . Particular conclusions follow from a functional relationship between SEF and the ERN. First, the association validates the interpretation of this neural spiking in terms of error monitoring and not some other operation or representation. Second, located on the dorsomedial convexity in macaque monkeys, SEF is ideally positioned to contribute to voltage polarizations recorded over medial frontal cortex. Further research is needed to determine how sharp the boundaries are between medial frontal areas monitoring actions of different effectors.
Origin of ERN.
These results provide new insights into the cortical sources of the ERN 31 (Fig. 7a ). We observed that variations in errorrelated (but no other neural spiking) in L2/3 but not in L5/6 predicted variation of EEG polarization across both error and correct trials. Because action potentials are not large or sustained enough to produce event-related potentials, we surmise that this neural spiking coincides with coherent current flow strong enough to produce in the ERN. How different patterns of current flow contribute to EEG voltage remains unresolved 32 . Perhaps, being closer to the EEG electrode, current in L2/3 of SEF has more impact than current in L5/6. Alternatively, synaptic activity producing the event-related potential on correct and error trials could originate from different sources. On correct trials a negative-going event-related potential is observed (Fig. 3a) , essentially concluding the readiness potential preceding movement. If the 'correct related negativity' has a different source than the ERN 5 , then synaptic input can be coherent among different neurons on different trials, so the correlation of spike rate variation and EEG voltage variation could hold for one but not the other kind of trial for a given neuron. Our finding of an association between SEF L2/3 spike rate and EEG on both error and correct trials argues against this possibility. Other research indicates that ACC contributes to the ERN 5,7 . Thus, both SEF and ACC contribute to the ERN. This finding opens new research opportunities to understand biophysically how current dipoles with opposite polarities and different distances from the cranial surface sum to produce the ERN. This also has additional computational implications. If the ERN arises from multiple sources, then it probably manifests multiple computations and representations. If so, then no single, exclusive theory of the ERN is possible.
Reinforcement processing. We found that secondary feedback and primary reward were signaled by both spike rate facilitation and suppression, as observed previously 11, 12 . Although Gain neurons resemble reward-related dopamine neurons 33 , and Loss neurons, habenula neurons 34 , the activity of both was more sustained than these subcortical exemplars, suggestive of additional cortical processing of this information. Gain neurons were more concentrated in L5/6, whereas Loss neurons were more concentrated in L2/3. Overall, many more neurons increased discharge rate after negative outcomes and decreased discharge rate after positive outcomes. The activity of Gain and Loss neurons can provide a neural substrate for reinforcement learning and performance monitoring. To verify this conjecture, future work should determine whether Gain and Loss neurons in different layers are influenced by factors such as confidence, prediction error, reward value, state and surprise.
We found RT slowing after errors and RT speeding after correct trials. These adaptation effects are not found across every experiment and in all subjects performing the same task 2 . Nevertheless, in this study, both monkeys exhibited common behavioral adaptations. Previous work demonstrated that subthreshold electrical stimulation of SEF improves saccade countermanding performance by delaying RT 19 . We found that, similar to error-related activity, the balance of activation of Gain and Loss neurons in L2/3 but not in L5/6 predicted RT adaptation in the next trial. The observed weak correlations between RT adaptation and spike rate modulation is further evidence that SEF influences but does not dictate responses. This laminar dissociation of processing is consistent with previous evidence for weak interlaminar processing in SEF 24 . We propose that the complementary modulation of Gain and Loss neurons can serve as a push-pull mechanism to adapt performance.
Extrinsic circuitry of monitoring and executive control.
This new information about the timing and laminar distribution of Error, Gain, and Loss neurons coupled with extensive knowledge about extrinsic inputs and outputs of SEF 35, 36 suggest several specific hypotheses and associated research questions about how signals can arise in SEF and what influence they can have on performance (Fig. 7b) .
SEF can receive reinforcement gain and loss signals via afferents from the dorsal segments of the substantia nigra and ventral tegmental area complex 37 or the locus coeruleus 38 . The laminar organization of these afferents in SEF is unknown, but the simultaneity of gain and loss signals across layers is consistent with diffuse termination spanning all layers.
SEF is innervated by the mediodorsal nucleus of the thalamus, terminating in deep L3 39 , and can convey an efferent copy signal 40 . A recent model of agranular cortex 7 proposes that errors can be detected through comparison of a task rule conveyed from dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and an efferent copy of the saccade command. Synaptic integration of these conflicting signals by L3 and L5 neurons can result in error-related spiking recorded from lower L3 and upper L5. Subsequent cortical processing produces later error-related spiking in L2 and L6. Neurons in L6 involved in sustained error and reinforcement processing project to the thalamus and can influence the processing of the efferent copy, perhaps resetting the circuit after the error is recognized. In the context of the saccade countermanding task, the anatomical and functional relationships revealed by these findings suggest that the abnormal countermanding performance 41 and abnormal ERN associated with schizophrenia 42 can arise from disruption of the efferent copy signal in schizophrenia 43 .
Through L2/3 pyramidal neuron projections to other cortical areas, SEF will convey mainly error and loss signals. Previous research showed that error-related spiking in SEF preceded that in ACC 8 . Thus, further research is needed to characterize, for example, how much hierarchy and reciprocity occurs between medial frontal areas. A complete understanding of medial frontal performance monitoring will also need to account for differences in extrinsic and intrinsic neuron properties in SEF and ACC.
RT adaptation can be mediated by and through SEF, because SEF can influence saccade production through efferents to FEF, CN, SC, and brain stem oculomotor nuclei. Saccades are produced when activation from the SC and FEF to the brain stem saccade generator accumulates to a threshold, which triggers saccade initiation (Fig. 7b) . On the basis of previous findings 44 , we suggest that speeding of saccade RT is accomplished by advancing the beginning of presaccadic activation, whereas slowing of RT is accomplished by delaying the beginning of presaccadic activation. Delaying RT increases the probability of success on stop signal trials by allowing more time for the stop process to finish first, and vice versa. The magnitude of RT adaptation across trials was predicted by both the magnitude of the error signal and the balance of loss relative to gain signals only in L2/3, not in L5/6.
To enact such adaptations, we hypothesize that Gain neurons preferentially act through the direct pathway by innervating D1 neurons in the CN, which ultimately facilitate saccade production through the substantia nigra pars reticulata, whereas Error and Loss neurons preferentially act through the indirect pathway by innervating D2 neurons, which ultimately inhibit saccade production through the GPe-STN pathway 45, 46 . More research is needed to verify the laminar organization of medial frontal projections to CN and other targets in macaques. Error and Gain neurons in L5 that project to the SC, and Error, Gain, and Loss neurons in L6 that project to the thalamus can also support RT adaptations.
Intrinsic microcircuitry of monitoring and executive control.
Current models of executive control 3, 4 and recent suggestions about agranular microcircuitry 7,23 motivate hypotheses about intrinsic processing in SEF (Fig. 7c) . Given the density of CR, CB, and PV neurons in SEF, inhibition more prominently shapes processing in L2/3 than in L5/6. In agranular cortex, inhibition is predominantly intralaminar, whereas excitation is both inter-and intralaminar but stronger from L2/3 to L5/6 than vice versa. This can explain the significantly weaker interlaminar coupling in SEF compared with V1 24 .
Error-related pyramidal neurons were found in L2/3 and L5/6, with samples of putative PV neurons in L3 and L5. Projections from L3 to L2 and from L2/3 and L5 to L6 can explain the laminar sequence of error-related activation observed. Recurrent connectivity can support the sustained error-related activation in L3, L5 and deep L6.
Reinforcement outcome was signaled by counterbalanced representations of reward gain and loss. Gain-related pyramidal neurons were found in deep L3 and L5/6. Loss-related pyramidal neurons were found in L2, L3 and L6. The pronounced suppression of a subpopulation of Gain and Loss neurons indicates that they receive GABAergic inputs from inhibitory interneurons. The majority of narrow-spiking putative PV neurons were Loss neurons, found in all layers. Thus, inhibition from these neurons can produce the suppression of Gain neurons in L3, L5 and L6. However, given that suppression of Loss neurons was concentrated in the L2/3 and that we encountered no narrow-spiking Gain neurons, we hypothesize that suppression of Loss neurons is mediated by CB and CR inhibitory neurons that were not sampled given their small somas.
To summarize, errors, negative feedback, and absence of reward elicit activity among pyramidal Loss neurons, spreading throughout L2/3 and L5/6. These neurons in turn activate PV cells in both L2/3 and L5/6, which inhibit intralaminar Gain neurons. On the other hand, success, positive feedback, and delivery of reward elicit activity among pyramidal Gain neurons and suppression of Loss neurons. a, Coronal section of medial frontal cortex, illustrating pyramidal neurons in SEF and dorsal ACC producing electric dipole moments and associated field lines contributing to the ERN from SEF (solid) and ACC (dotted). The dipole in dorsal ACC produces a field with polarity opposite that produced by SEF. How two such dipoles produce the ERN is unknown. b, Extrinsic circuitry for monitoring and executive control. The laminar distributions observed for Gain, Loss and Error neurons are summarized with selected anatomical connections based on published studies. Gain and loss signals can arise in SEF through afferents from substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc), ventral tegmental area (VTA) and locus coeruleus (LC) 37, 38 . SEF can receive an efferent copy signal in afferents from the thalamus 39,40 and a task rule signal from dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), terminating in L2 and L3 35 . Conflict between the efferent copy and the task rule can cause error-related spiking in lower L3 and upper L5 neurons. Intracortical processing produces later activation of error neurons in L2 and L6. L2/3 neurons project to nearby cortical areas like ACC 35 and thereby relay information about error and reward loss, which is registered later 8 . SEF projects to the caudate nucleus (CN) 35, 36 . We conjecture that speeding or slowing of RT can be accomplished through the push-pull basal ganglia circuitry with direct pathway (D1) input from Gain neurons and indirect pathway (D2) input from Loss and Error neurons. The basal ganglia circuitry can advance or delay the onset of presaccadic accumulation in SC and FEF (inset diagram), which initiates a saccade when a threshold level is reached in the brain stem saccade generator, which innervates motor neurons 44 . Further details in text. c, Intrinsic microcircuitry for error and reinforcement processing. The laminar density of calretinin (CR, orange), calbindin (CB, brown), and parvalbumin (PV, red) neurons is indicated in left panel and summarized by the location of schematic neurons (stars). Schematic pyramidal neurons (triangles) are illustrated for L2, L3, L5 and L6. The most common depths observed for Error (E, cyan), Gain (G, green), and Loss (L, purple) are summarized by labeled pyramidal and putative PV neurons. Schematic arrows distinguished for each type of neuron indicate recurrent and interneuronal connections. Thick arrows indicate our conjecture about connections that explain the comodulation of Gain and Loss neurons. Agranular cortex has weak interlaminar connectivity with stronger projections from L2/3 to L5/6. Further details in text.
Conclusion.
By highlighting many avenues for further research, these results demonstrate the tractability of formulating models of the microcircuitry of performance monitoring. Such models require filling many specific gaps in our knowledge. Fortunately, methods are available to obtain the required information. Such models can be firmly grounded on interactive race models of countermanding performance 47 . Deep insights into the microcircuitry and mechanisms of primary visual cortex began by describing the properties of neurons in different layers 48 . The current study provides the first equivalent information for the SEF. Being an agranular area, comparisons and contrasts with primary sensory areas provide insights into the degree of uniformity of cortical areas. As a likely source contributing to the ERN, details about laminar processing in SEF offer unprecedented insights into the microcircuitry of performance monitoring.
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performed blind to the experimental conditions. No animals were excluded from the study. Data from all recording sites were included. For analyses on layerspecific activity, only sessions with perpendicular penetrations in the cortex were used. All statistical procedures for behavioral and neural data analysis were done using two-tailed tests unless otherwise specified. All statistics were performed using commercial softwares Matlab 2016/2017 (MatWorks Inc; Natick, MA, USA) and R: A language and environment for statistical computing (R Foundation for Statistical Computing; Vienna, Austria, http://www.R-project.org/). Depth alignment and laminar assignment. We used depth alignments across sessions described previously 26 . Recording depths varied across session. Microdrive depth measures are not sufficiently reliable because they do not account for variable cortical dimpling. Hence, we aligned and averaged consecutive recording sessions relative to the peak of the initial visually evoked sink in current that is readily apparent in the current source density (CSD) pattern following presentation of a flashed visual stimulus. To account for low signal-to-noise ratio compared to that in primary visual cortex, we devised an automated depth alignment procedure to minimize differences between recording sessions using all available current source and sink information in a given time window. Using the minimum of the initial visually evoked sink in L3 as the zero-depth measure, this method identified the following depths as laminar boundaries: L1 to L2/3 at 0.21 mm, L3 to L5 at 0.36 mm, and L5 to L6 at 1.02 mm. Blurring of these boundaries will occur when the alignment of individual recording sessions deviates from that of the grandaveraged CSD. Inspection of the alignment of individual sessions indicates that this blurring was minimal ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ).
Analysis of neural spiking.
All measurements of neural spiking were based on spike density functions (SDF) produced by convolving the spike train with a kernel resembling a postsynaptic potential defined by SDF(t) = (1 -e (-t/τg) ) × e (-t/τd) with growth time constant (τ g ) of 1 ms, and decay time constant (τ d ) of 20 ms, corresponding to the values measured for excitatory post-synaptic potentials. Trials included in the calculation had at least one spike during the interval from 600 ms before target presentation until 900 ms after the feedback tone.
Error-related activity. Error-related activity was identified by comparing the SDF between error noncanceled trials and correct no-stop-signal trials. Error trials in which the stop signal appeared after the saccade were not included in this analysis. Periods of significant difference were defined when the difference between SDF on error and correct trials (referred to as difference function) exceeded 2 standard deviations above a baseline difference measured during the 300 ms period before target presentation and persisted for at least 100 ms, or for 50 ms if the difference exceeded 6 standard deviations above the baseline. Only saccades from the two trial types with similar RT (within 10 ms) and direction were used for comparison.
On some sessions after the error saccade, monkeys occasionally shifted gaze back to the fixation point. These trials were excluded unless this resulted in too few trials for meaningful interpretation of neural spiking. In this case, additional tests were performed to exclude the possibility that these movements influenced the results ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ). First, we tested whether the beginning of differential activity shifted with the timing of the second saccade or remained synchronized on the error saccade. Error trials were divided into those with the shortest and the longest intersaccade intervals. Then, the slope between the onset of differential activity and median intersaccade interval in each group was calculated. If the slope of the line was < 0.5, the putative error activity was classified instead as saccade-related. Second, we confirmed that removal of trials with the second saccade maintained the polarity of the difference function.
Reinforcement-related activity. Reinforcement-related unit activity was identified by comparing the SDF between rewarded no-stop-signal and unrewarded noncanceled saccade trials in the interval between the onset of the reinforcement tone and 200 ms after the instant of juice delivery on rewarded trials. Periods of significant difference were defined when the difference between SDF on error and correct trials (that is, difference function) exceeded 2 standard deviations. Differential activity was only considered reinforcement-related if the difference between rewarded canceled and unrewarded noncanceled trials in this period had the same polarity and was statistically significant (spike count comparison, unpaired Wilcoxon test, P < 0.05).
To control for activity related to saccades during the feedback period, we took advantage of the lack of correspondence between the number of saccades in the post-tone period and trial outcome. This allowed us to reject putative reinforcement-related modulations if their strength did not correlate with the proportion of rewarded trials. First, we determined the time interval of significant differential activity. Then, through bootstrapping (n = 1,000) we randomly selected a subset of trials from the total set of rewarded no-stop-signal trials and unrewarded noncanceled trials. We measured the area under the SDF and the total number of saccades in this interval and calculated the percentage of rewarded trials. If the partial correlation between neural spiking and proportion of rewarded trials given the number of saccades was significant, then the modulation was considered significant for reward. 
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